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Sooner Magazine began a series devoted to distinguished professorships last issue, recognizing first the George Lynn Cross Research Professors. Tribute now is paid to those holding the professorship named for OU's first president.
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Several OU professors recently were invited to deliver a lecture under the pretense that it was their last chance to speak, to teach, to impart knowledge. The text of a recent last lecture appears here, minus a few ad libs.
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Retired journalism professor Frank Heaston reminisces about OU in the '40s and '50s, when enrollment topped out at 7,500. Campus Corner bustled around the Copper Kettle, and "Life With Father" was a smash at Holmberg Hall.
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An Oklahoma City group is preserving a portion of state history with an exhibit of Oklahoma first ladies' ball gowns. OU fashion design professor Jo Ellen Uptegraft has been instrumental in the unique project from the beginning.
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Artist George Dotson created this depiction of the late David Burr — a man whose life was so intertwined with the University he loved that the two seemed one. A tribute to the former Sooner Magazine editor begins on the Inside Front Cover.
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